
Maintain efficiency focus.

Bull sale season is in full swing, 
and the reports to this point have 
been overwhelmingly positive for 
Hereford demand and interest. That 
is a compliment to the diligent work 
of Hereford breeders to blend what I 
view as both the art and the science of 
breeding cattle. 

Breeding cattle requires disciplined 
belief in which traits are important to 
your customers, but it is also much 
more than just firing up the mating 
predictor and stacking numbers. It’s 
knowing the cow families and the cow 
families behind them. Do these cows 
truly have the maternal instincts and 
mothering ability when it’s bitter cold? 
Is their structure right, are the feet 
right, is their disposition right? 

There is a host of critical selection 
criteria that matter to the bottom line. 
That’s the science side of the equation.

However, there are also times when 
your gut and years of experience lead 
you to make a particular mating. 
That’s art. The Hereford breed is 
fortunate to have so many breeders 
who are masters of blending both the 
science and the art.

Top-10 variety
Consider the top-10 list of sires for 
registrations in 2021 (Table 1), the 
average expected progeny difference 
(EPD) values of the group and the 
percentile rank of each trait (Table 2). 

It is truly impressive to look through 
this list of bulls and see the multi-trait 
excellence they offer. No matter what 
part of the business you are in, you 
can find traits or reasons why these 
bulls made the top-10 list. There are 
trait leaders, dominant winners and 
exceptional female sires. No doubt there 

are many other bulls that will likely make 
the list in years to come and/or have 
unique assets to offer the breed. 

Looking at this group as a whole, it 
is really impressive to see where their 
traits rank from a breed percentile 
standpoint. To say progress has been 
made would be an understatement. 

Whether or not there is a bull on 
this list that fits your unique breeding 
goals, the point is to always be seeking 
genetics that can drive your program 
and the breed forward. 

Focus on breed strengths
As impressive as the top-10 list is, I did 
highlight a couple of traits that I believe 
need attention.

Both Dry Matter Intake (DMI) 
and Mature Cow Weight (MCW) 
are trending in a direction that, in 
my opinion, gets away from maternal 
efficiency, which is the reason so 
many commercial producers have 
chosen to “Come Home to Hereford.” 
Undoubtedly, there are other reasons 
they choose Hereford, but we need  
to maintain disciplined focus on  
staying efficient!

Increasing growth adds pounds, 
and pounds are dollars. But the cost 
of these pounds is what is important 
to measure. Both DMI and MCW 
give you traits to use when adding 
more growth. Honestly, it is hard to 
find cattle that bend these curves, but 
we have the traits that you can use to 
track progress and measure against. 
Submitting phenotypes for these 
important traits also helps find the 
genetics that can bend the curve. 

All in all, this report card is really 
impressive. Keep making the cattle 
better, and keep them sound.  
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Performance
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Table 2: Average EPD and Rank of Top-10 Sires of 2021
CE BW WW YW DMI SC SCF M MCE MCW Udder TEAT CWT BF REA MARB BMI BII CHB

Average EPD for top ten 5.9 1.8 68 108 0.43 1.4 20.4 32 3.5 101 1.4 1.4 82 0.054 0.67 0.38 444 549 156

% Rank of EPD 33 36 13 19 73 18 24 24 36 63 20 24 21 80 18 26 16 13 18

Table 1: Top-10 Sires of 2021
Sire name Reg. no.

NJW 79Z Z311 Endure 173D ET 43722088

BOYD 31Z Blueprint 6153 43764491

UPS Sensation 2296 ET 43311175

BEHM 100W Cuda 504C 43636764

/S Mandate 66589 ET 43834732

Loewen Genesis G16 ET 43987463

Innisfail WHR X651/723 4013 ET 43541960

NJW 160B 028X Historic 81E ET 43829334

SR Dominate 308F ET 43954712

EFBeef BR Validated B413 43558667
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